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ABSTRACT

Petersen, Courtney L., M. S., University of South Alabama, May 2022. Laryngeal
Vestibular Closure in Healthy, Non-dysphagic Adults. Chair of Committee: Kendrea
Garand, Ph.D, CScD, CCC-SLP, BCS-S, CBIS, CCRE.
This retrospective study quantified normal LVC (laryngeal vestibular closure)
variance and how influential factors (age category, sex, and swallow task) influence
normative ranges. A total of 195 healthy, non-dysphagic participants, including 85 males
and 110 females from the ages of 21 to 89 years, participated in a modified barium
swallow study. Seven swallow tasks, with varying viscosities and volumes, per
participant were analyzed to measure two temporal LVC measures: LVCrt (reaction time)
and dLVC (duration). Descriptive and inferential analyses were provided. Significant
findings included longer dLVC in older age categories, longer dLVC in females
compared to males, only in the oldest age category (> 60 years), and longer dLVC with
thinner liquids (thin liquids and nectar-thick liquids) compared to pudding. No significant
differences were found with sex that met the strict p value of < .001 (used to account for
lack of homogeneity of variance). No significant effects of LVCrt were revealed. Results
of this study contribute to the clinical realm, as it gives clinicians normative reference
values for more specific diagnoses and treatments of swallowing impairment, and to
provide more efficacy in the plan of care.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Swallowing is an intricate, pressure-driven neuromuscular process that involves: 1)
transportation of the material being swallowed, and 2) protection of the airway (Sabry et
al., 2020). On average, this highly complex task of converting the respiratory tract to a
swallowing pathway occurs over 600 times per day, involving six cranial nerves and
more than 25 muscular pairs (Matsuo & Palmar, 2009). Dysphagia, or disordered
swallowing, occurs when someone is unable to swallow ingested material (e.g., saliva,
foods, liquids) safely and efficiently from the oral cavity to the stomach (Dodds et al.,
1990).
Laryngeal vestibular closure (LVC) is one of the primary defenses to ensure
airway safety. LVC occurs when the larynx elevates, the epiglottis inverts, and the
arytenoid cartilages abut the epiglottic petiole. These biomechanical events close the
laryngeal inlet and prevent the bolus from entry into the laryngeal vestibule (Allen &
Galek, 2021; Martin-Harris, 2015; Vose & Humbert, 2019). If there is a delay in
laryngeal vestibular closure reaction time (LVCrt) (i.e., the time it takes for the laryngeal
vestibule to close from the time the pharyngeal swallow onset occurs) or incomplete LVC
(i.e., opening between arytenoids and epiglottic petiole), airway invasion can occur.
When airway invasion occurs, there is the potential for the bolus to enter past the level of
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the vocal folds (aspiration), which can have devastating effects, including a lung infection
known as aspiration pneumonia (Giraldo-Cadavid et al., 2019).
Traditionally, when clinicians perform instrumental swallow assessments, a
primary focus is on whether or not aspiration occurs and with what viscosity. To develop
a targeted treatment plan specific to impairment if aspiration occurs, however, clinicians
must also identify the cause of the airway invasion. If a clinician identifies incomplete
LVC as the primary contributor to airway invasion, LVC is often described as either
complete or incomplete. Unfortunately, this still cannot give us the information needed to
remediate the specific impairment(s). For example, LVC may have not occurred at all, or
if there was LVC, it occurred too late or opened too early. In these latter circumstances,
aspiration occurred due to disordered timing and not the degree of closure, which
influences treatment applied to remediate the impairment. LVC must be both timely and
complete to prevent aspiration during the swallow (Sabry et al., 2020); therefore,
employment of a binary outcome to describe LVC is not sufficient to inform clinical
decision-making.
To inform clinical decision-making, it is vital to define “normal” ranges of speed
in which the laryngeal vestibule (LV) closes, the duration the LV remains closed, and
how factors (e.g., age, sex, and swallow task) may influence these ranges in healthy, nondysphagic adults. Binary (e.g., complete vs incomplete) or nominal (e.g., minimal partial,
etc.) measurements limit the specificity we are able to obtain in our assessments.
Unfortunately, specific reference values are lacking in the current literature. This study
will further contribute reference values for normative data quantifying LVCrt and
duration of laryngeal vestibular closure (dLVC) in a large sample of healthy adults and
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explore potential factors on their influence on these temporal LVC measures, including
age category (young: 21 – 39 years; middle: 40 – 59 years; and older: 60 + years), sex
(male, female), and swallow task (volume, viscosity).

Research Aims
Specific Aim 1: Quantify normative values across standardized swallow tasks for LVCrt
and dLVC in healthy, non-dysphagic adults.
Specific Aim 2: Explore the influences of age, sex, and swallow task (viscosity, volume)
on LVCrt and dLVC in healthy, non-dysphagic adults. Hypothesis: Based on previous
findings, as age increases, it is anticipated that LVCrt will be shorter (Herzberg et al.,
2019) but that dLVC will be longer (Humbert et al., 2018). No significant differences
will be observed for LVCrt and dLVC between sexes (Steele et al., 2019). Longer LVCrt
will be observed as viscosity increases (Humbert et al., 2018), but no significant
differences will be observed in LVCrt for varying volumes (Herzberg et al., 2019).
Lastly, significant differences will be observed for dLVC as volume increases (Molfenter
& Steele, 2012), but no differences will be observed for viscosity on dLVC (Steele et al.,
2019).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF CURRENT LITERATURE

Overview of Swallowing in Healthy Adults
Swallowing is an incredibly complex neuromuscular act (Dodds et al., 1990)
involving over 25 pairs of muscles, six cranial nerves (CNs) and several spinal nerves
(Matsuo & Palmer, 2009), influenced from various cortical and subcortical structures
(Dodds et al., 1990). A “safe” swallow ensures that what is being swallowed does not
enter the airway. Any disturbance in this process may lead to a swallowing disorder
(dysphagia) resulting in an unsafe swallow (or ingested material entering the airway)
(Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017).
Healthy swallowing begins with containment of the bolus in the oral cavity
without anterior spillage and ends with the bolus safely in the stomach. Swallowing is
often described to occur in three, albeit arbitrarily defined, stages: 1) oral stage, 2)
pharyngeal stage, and 3) esophageal stage (Martin-Harris et al., 2005). Yet, it is crucial
for clinicians to understand that swallowing events overlap and are interdependent
(Groher & Grary, 2020).
During the oral phase, the orbicularis oris (innervated by CN VII, the facial nerve)
primarily closes the lips to create a tight seal that prevents anterior spillage and
contributes to intra-oral pressure to facilitate bolus transport from the oral cavity
posteriorly to the oropharynx (Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017). The bolus is prevented from
escaping posteriorly by the superior movement of the posterior and lateral sides of the
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tongue and resting of the soft palate against the posterior oral tongue. CN XII, the
hypoglossal nerve, innervates the intrinsic lingual muscles (superior longitudinal, inferior
longitudinal, transverse and vertical muscles) and three of the extrinsic lingual muscles
(genioglossus, hyoglossus, and styloglossus) of the tongue, which help to shape and
move the tongue, respectively. Such intricate movements are crucial for adequate bolus
preparation and cohesive oral transport (Dodds et al., 1990). For a bolus that requires
chewing, CN V (trigeminal nerve) provides innervation to the primary muscles of
mastication responsible for opening and closing the jaw, including the paired masseter,
lateral and medial pterygoids, and temporalis muscles (Dodds et al., 1990). These
muscles allow the jaw to open and close to provide sufficient force to break material
down into smaller pieces for swallowing. Permanent teeth (incisors, canines, premolars,
and molars) are used in congruence with jaw and tongue movements to manipulate, grind
and slice the material in the oral cavity into a bolus size manageable enough to safely
swallow (Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017). During bolus manipulation, posterior bolus
containment is provided by the soft palate resting and contacting the posterior tongue
(Martin-Harris, 2015).
When the bolus is ready to be swallowed, the tip of the tongue contacts the hard
palate and as more of the tongue makes contact, the bolus is pressed against the hard
palate and propelled backward towards the pharynx (Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017). Sensory
receptors innervated by the glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves (CN IX and X,
respectively) alert the central pattern generator for swallowing in the medulla, which then
provides the efferent or motor response to trigger the pharyngeal swallow events (MartinHarris, 2015).
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During the pharyngeal phase, a multitude of almost simultaneously occurring
events takes place (Groher & Grary, 2020). The hyoid bone makes a swift anteriorposterior trajectory, which is often considered the point of pharyngeal swallow onset
(Forbes & Humbert, 2021; Groher & Grary, 2020; Guedes et al., 2017; Herzberg et al.,
2019; Humbert et al., 2018). Because the hyoid is connected to the thyroid cartilage, they
often move as a functional unit, and thus, referred to as the hyolaryngeal complex (Miller
et al., 2020). The hyoid is displaced anteriorly, primarily due to contraction of the
geniohyoid (innervated by cervical spinal nerve 1), as well as the mylohyoid (innervated
by CN V) and the anterior belly of the digastricus (CN V) (Dodds et al., 1990). Laryngeal
elevation and shortening occurs through contraction of the thyrohyoid muscle (cervical
spinal nerve 1) and the long pharyngeal muscles (palatopharyngeus and
salpingopharyngeus [CN X], and stylopharyngeus [CN IX]) (Dodds et al., 1990).
Laryngeal elevation contributes to the horizontal displacement of the epiglottis.
At the most superior position of the pharynx, the velopharyngeal port is closed to
prevent bolus entry by soft palate elevation (primarily through CN X) and contact of the
palate with the displaced lateral and posterior pharyngeal walls. This event also
contributes to positive pressure generation to drive the bolus through the pharynx
(Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017). Pressure generation to propel the bolus toward the
esophagus is also achieved by retraction of the tongue base (styloglossus [CN XII] and
palatoglossus [CN XII] contacting the displaced posterior pharyngeal wall (CN X)
(Martin-Harris, 2015). Pressure along the bolus tail is also derived from wave-like,
sequential contractions of the pharyngeal constrictor muscles (superior, middle, and
inferior) innervated by CN X, often called the pharyngeal stripping wave (Martin-Harris,
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2015; Vose & Humbert, 2019). Collectively, tongue base retraction, the pharyngeal
stripping wave, and the bolus itself help to further invert the epiglottis to cover the
laryngeal inlet (Vose & Humbert, 2019). As the epiglottis is inverted, the laryngeal inlet
collapses by means of arytenoid approximation to the epiglottic petiole (Sabry et al.,
2020), known as LVC, which is outlined in further detail later in this chapter.
When the bolus is ready for entry into the esophagus, the cricopharyngeus muscle
(CN X) that is tonically contracted at rest relaxes during the swallow to allow bolus entry
into the esophagus. Opening of the pharyngoesophageal segment (PES), also known as
the upper esophageal sphincter (UES), is also achieved by hyolaryngeal complex
movement that provides mechanical traction to facilitate PES opening. Once the bolus
enters the esophagus, the esophageal phase begins (Dodds et al., 1990).
The esophagus is approximately 21 to 27 inches long and connects the pharynx to the
stomach, separated at the point of the PES (Groher & Grary, 2020). The bolus is
transported to the stomach by means of rhythmic contractions, known as esophageal
peristalsis, and the use of gravity (Groher & Grary, 2020; Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017).
The relaxed lower esophageal segment (LES) creates the opening for the bolus to pass
through into the stomach (Groher & Grary, 2020). After the material reaches the stomach,
the LES returns to its contracting state to prevent retrograde flow of the bolus (Sasegbon
& Hamdy, 2017).
As this largely interdependent process of swallowing occurs, the laryngeal
vestibule remains closed to provide protection from ingested material from entering the
trachea (i.e., aspiration) (Sasegbon & Hamdy, 2017). LVC is one of several kinematic
events that occur during the swallowing process to maintain airway protection as the
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bolus moves from the oral cavity to the stomach, and has been previously described as
the primary line of defense for airway protection (Allen & Galek, 2021; Forbes &
Humbert, 2021; Humbert et al., 2018; Inamoto et al., 2011; Sabry et al., 2020).

Overview of LVC
Allen and Galek (2021) compartmentalize the events contributing to LVC into
four separate but interdependent actions. First, the hyolaryngeal complex moves in an
anterosuperior direction. The long pharyngeal muscles (stylopharyngeus [CN IX],
salpingopharyngeus [CN X], and palatopharyngeus [CN X]) and the thyrohyoid muscle
(cervical spinal nerve 1) contract (shorten), aiding in the superior movement of the
hyolaryngeal complex, while the suprahyoid muscles (geniohyoid [cervical spinal nerve
1], mylohyoid [CN V] and digastricus) [CN V] contract to aid in its anterior movement
(Vose & Humbert, 2019). Adequate hyolaryngeal movement positions the epiglottis at
the base of the tongue, while widening the pharynx to allow bolus passage through the
pharynx while moving the airway out of its path (Allen & Galek, 2021).
The second action of LVC involves movement of the arytenoid cartilages. The
arytenoids adduct and pivot forward to approximate the epiglottic petiole (Guedes et al.,
2017; Miller et al., 2020; Vose & Humbert, 2019). The muscles responsible for arytenoid
adduction are innervated by CN X and include the lateral cricoarytenoids (LCAs), with
some assistance from the transverse arytenoids, oblique arytenoids, and the
thyroarytenoid. Arytenoid tilting is achieved through the LCAs and the aryepiglottic
muscles (Allen & Galek, 2021).
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The third action includes the movement of the aryepiglottic folds, which comprise
the lateral walls of the larynx (Allen & Galek, 2021). As the arytenoids adduct and move
anteriorly, and the epiglottis inverts, contraction of the aryepiglottic muscles occur.
Subsequently, the aryepiglottic folds approximate in a posterodorsal direction (Vose &
Humbert, 2019). This is an important element of airway protection, because as the
aryepiglottic folds adduct, the laryngeal inlet narrows and is tightened, causing the bolus
to be directed laterally (thus, away from the airway) and towards the esophagus (Allen &
Galek, 2021).
The fourth required event for LVC is epiglottic inversion (Allen & Galek, 2021).
For the epiglottis to invert, there must be action from other anatomical forces, as the
epiglottis is a passive structure (Miller et al., 2020). Several previously mentioned events
contribute toward epiglottic inversion, including pharyngeal stripping, tongue base
retraction, and the anterosuperior movement of the hyolaryngeal complex (Miller et al.,
2020; Vose & Humbert, 2019). Hyolaryngeal movement and tongue base retraction move
the epiglottis to a horizontal position (Allen & Galek, 2021; Vose & Humbert, 2019). The
pharyngeal constriction causes the epiglottis to move from the horizontal position (as the
tongue moves posteriorly) to its fully inverted position to cover the laryngeal inlet,
forcing the bolus towards the PES (Vose & Humbert, 2019).
All four LVC events are critical for swallow safety. If airway protective measures
fail, ingested material can then enter the airway. Penetration occurs when any part of the
bolus enters the airway but remains above the level of the true vocal folds. Aspiration
occurs when any part of the bolus enters below the level of the true vocal folds
(Rosenbek et al., 1996). Aspiration can contribute to dire effects on health and is
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considered the most clinically significant consequence of dysphagia (Giraldo-Cadavid et
al., 2019; Miller et al., 2020; Robbins et al., 1999; Sabry et al., 2020; Vose & Humbert,
2019).
For example, in a cohort study of individuals older than 65 years with suspected
oropharyngeal dysphagia over a six-year period, individuals who aspirated had an almost
six-fold increase in risk of death (Giraldo-Cadavid et al., 2019). This may be due to the
pulmonary consequences resulting from aspiration (e.g., aspiration pneumonia),
particularly in susceptible populations, such as those with neurodegenerative diseases
(Sabry et al., 2020). Another study by Miller et al. (2020) analyzed over 600 swallows in
38 individuals post-stroke and 40 healthy individuals using VFSS. Results indicated that
even the slightest change in LVC resulted in airway invasion, creating the possibility for
lethal consequences to pulmonary health. Further, evidence suggests when LVC
measurements (e.g., LVCrt, dLVC, etc.) are outside a normative range, it is a primary
risk factor for bolus airway invasion within certain patient populations (e.g., stroke
patients) (Guedes et al., 2017).
Inadequate LVC contributing to aspiration events can result from various reasons,
such as inadequate laryngeal elevation, incomplete hyolaryngeal movement, failure of
full epiglottic inversion (Martin-Harris, 2015). If LVC happened too late or the dLVC
was too short, aspiration can also result during the swallow. Unfortunately, events
contributing to LVC cannot be ascertained through a clinical swallowing examination.
Rather, such observations are achieved through employment of instrumental means
allowing for visualization of pharyngeal events.
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Instrumental Assessment of Swallowing Function: The Videofluoroscopic Swallow
Study
The videofluoroscopic swallow study (VFSS), also known as the modified barium
swallow study (MBSS), is a radiological procedure considered to be the gold standard for
evaluating function of the oropharyngeal swallow (Miller et al., 2020). During the VFSS,
patients swallow a barium contrast agent which allows visualization of the bolus as it
travels through the upper aerodigestive tract. The Modified Barium Swallow Impairment
Profile (MBSImP) was developed to establish a reliable standard for scoring 17
physiological components of a swallow with the use of VFSS, several of which
specifically relate to assessing components of laryngeal vestibular closure (Martin-Harris
et al., 2008). It is the most widely used standardized tool by clinicians performing VFSS
worldwide and over 100 graduate programs require students to complete as part of
dysphagia coursework. Table 1 reviews the relevant MBSImP components affiliated with
events contributing to LVC.
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Table 1
MBSImP Components and Corresponding Scoring System Relevant to LVC
Component

Possible
scores
0

Definition
Complete superior movement of thyroid cartilage with
complete approximation of arytenoids to epiglottic petiole

1

Partial superior movement of thyroid cartilage/partial
approximation of arytenoids to epiglottic petiole

2

Minimal superior movement of thyroid cartilage with
minimal approximation of arytenoids to epiglottic petiole

3

No superior movement of thyroid cartilage

0

Complete anterior hyoid movement (45-degree or less
between the thyroid cartilage and hyoid bone at height of
anterior hyoid displacement)

1

Partial anterior movement (greater than 45-degrees but less
than 90- degrees)

2

No anterior movement (the hyoid bone maintains a 90degree angle)

Component
10:
Epiglottic
Inversion

0

Complete inversion (complete inferior displacement of the
epiglottis)

1

Partial inversion

2

No inversion

Component
11:
Laryngeal
Vestibular
Closure

0

Complete; no air/contrast in laryngeal vestibule

1

Incomplete; narrow column air/contrast in laryngeal
vestibule

2

None; wide column air/contrast in laryngeal vestibule

Component 8:
Laryngeal
Elevation

Component 9:
Anterior
Hyoid
Excursion

Note. Adapted from “MBSImP Guide” Copyright © 2018 by MBSImP. All Rights
Reserved (Northern Speech Services, Inc., 2018). E-learning design by DDA Medical.
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LVC Measures and Limitations of Previous Studies
Measures of LVC have been examined in the literature in both healthy and
disordered populations in studies employing VFSS. LVC is sometimes referred to as
laryngeal vestibular approximation in previous studies, since there can be a lack of
complete closure (Steele et al., 2019). Table 2 depicts a summary of published studies
that have explored LVC.
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Table 2.
A Summary of Findings of LVC Research.
Author(s),
Year of
Publication
Allen &
Galek,
2021

14

Instrumental
LVC
Method and
Measure(s)
Procedure
N = 29
Case
MBSS
• LVC with
healthy adults series
influence
• 20-mL thin
(6 M, 23 F;
of 0, 10,
liquid at
<60 years)
20, 30, 40,
intervals of 10
50, and 60
liters per minute
liters per
of airflow added
minute
(LPM) of
airflow
Donohue et N = 71 adults CrossMBSS and High• LVCrt
al., 2021
sectional Resolution Cervical • dLVC
• n = 20
Auscultation
adults with
(HRCA)
dysphagia
• Dysphagic
resulting
group: 2-19
from
swallows per
varying
patient; 170
etiologies
swallows in
(e.g., PD,
total
• Healthy group:
ALS, MS,
1-9 swallows
etc.) (10
per healthy
Participant
Sample

Study
Design

Key LVC Findings
•

•
•

•

•

Positive relationship of dLVC and HFNC; as
airflow via HFNC increased, LVC
significantly increased (at 0 LPM, M = 358
msec; at 10 LPM, M = 364 msec; at 20 LPM,
M = 356 msec; at 30 LPM, M =380 msec; at
40 LPM, M = 388 msec; at 50 LPM, M = 447
msec; at 60 LPM, M =491 msec)
For every increase of 10 LPM, LVC increased
by 2 msec
During 3-mL thin liquid, dLVC was
significantly longer in adults with dysphagia
(M = 446 msec) than in healthy adults (M =
336 msec; p = .0026)
No significant difference between LVCrt of 3mL thin in adults with dysphagia (M = 430
msec) and healthy adults (M = 402 msec; p =
.1454)
No significant difference between LVCrt of
thin liquids via cup sip in adults with
dysphagia (M = 408 msec) and healthy adults
(M = 438 msec; p = .2297)

Table 2, cont’d

Forbes &
Humbert,
2021
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Guedes et
al., 2017

M, 10 F;
35-82
years)
• n = 51
healthy
adults (22
M, 29 F;
39-87
years)
N = 16 adults
with
dysphagia of
varying
etiologies
(e.g., CVA,
spinal
surgery,
neurofibroma/
transoral
resection,
etc.)

N = 69
healthy adults

•
•

Case
Series

patient (171
swallows in
total)
3-mL of thin
liquid via spoon
5- to 40-mL of
thin liquid via
cup

MBSS
•
• 5-mL thin liquid •

•

Single
subject
design

MBSS
(5 tasks, 1 trial per
5-mL task; 5 trials

•
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dLVC
Time
between
bolus head
into the
pharynx
and LVC
(dtLVC-B)
Time
between
hyoid
burst and
LVC
(dtLVC-H)
dLVC
before and
after

•

No significant difference between dLVC of
cup sip thin in adults with dysphagia (M = 384
msec) and healthy adults (M = 329 msec; p =
.1134

•

No significant difference in neutral position
dLVC (M = 341.00 msec) and chin down
position (M = 346.50 msec; p = .936)
No significant difference in neutral position
dtLVC-B (M = 418.00 msec) and chin down
position (M = 841.50 msec; p = .234)
No significant difference in neutral position
dLVC-H (M = 363.00 msec) and chin down
position (M = 313.50 msec; p = .555)

•
•

•

In long-hold training, dLVC of 5-mL and 10mL pre-training thin liquid was significantly
shorter (M = 410 msec and 520 msec

Table 2, cont’d
Guedes et
al., 2017
(continued)
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Herzberg et N = 43
al., 2019
healthy adults
(21 M, 22 F;
65-95 years)

per 10 mL task, for
both long-hold and
short-hold training)
• 5-mL thin liquid
(pre-training)
•
• 10-ml thin
liquid (pretraining)
• Saliva (during
training)
• 5-mL thin liquid
(post-training)
• 10-ml thin
liquid (posttraining)

CrossMBSS (2 tasks, 3
sectional trials each)
• Uncued 5-mL
thin liquid
• Uncued 10-mL
thin liquid

•

volition
LVC
(vLVC)
training
LVCrt
before and
after
vLVC
training

•

•

•

LVC rt

•

•
•
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respectively) than post-training dLVC (M =
9300 msec)
In short-hold training, dLVC of saliva and 5
mL pre-training thin liquid (M = 480 msec,
420 msec, respectively) was significantly
shorter than post-training dLVC (M = 2800
msec)
In long-hold training, LVCrt of 5-mL thin
liquid was longer pre-training (M = 210 msec)
than post-training (M = 160 msec; p = .01),
however; no difference of LVCrt was
observed in 10-mL thin liquid (M = 160 msec;
p = .931)
In short-hold training, LVCrt thin liquid was
longer pre-training (M = 210 msec) than posttraining (M = 160 msec), however; no
difference of LVCrt was observed in saliva
swallows (M = 150 msec)
LVCrt was faster in BLSO scores of 3 (M =
174 msec) than in BLSO scores of 0 (M = 268
msec; p = .006) and 1 (M = 266 msec; p =
.009), but not in scores of 2 (M = 206 msec)
LVCrt was slower in PAS scores of 2 (M=
284 msec) compared to scores of 1 (M = 172
msec; p < .001)
No differences in LVCrt between bolus
volumes were revealed.

Table 2, cont’d
Humbert et
al., 2018

N = 41
healthy adults
(18 M, 23 F;
18-85 years)
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CrossMBSS (5 tasks, 5
sectional trials each)
• 10-mL ultrathin
liquid
• 5-mL iced
barium
• 5-mL of
pudding
• 5-mL frozen
pudding
• 5-mL ultrathin
+ chocolate
chips (mixed
viscosities)

•
•
•

dLVC
LVCrt
(bolus)
LCVrt
(hyoid)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Mancopes
et al., 2021

N = 38
healthy adults
(19 M, 19 F;
61-82 years)a

Case
series

MBSS (1 task, >3
trials)

•

17

Age, sex,
volume
influence

•
•

Older adults had longer mean dLVC
compared to younger adults (p = .005)
Older adults had longer LVCrt (bolus) than (p
= .009) and LVCrt (hyoid) (p = .002) than
younger adults
No dLVC significance between sexes
Males had longer LVCrt (bolus and hyoid)
compared to females (p = .007, p = .011,
respectively)
dLVC was longer with ultrathin (604 msec)
compared to ice chips (498 msec; p = .021),
and chocolate chips (vs 467 msec; p < .001)
Shorter LVCrt (bolus) with ultrathin (307.07
msec) compared to ice chips (1219.81 msec; p
= < .005), frozen pudding (1185.66 msec; p =
.008), and mixed (chocolate chip + ultrathin)
(1155.89 msec; p =.011)
Shorter LVCrt (hyoid) with ultrathin (95.27
msec) compared to ice chips (118.50 msec; p
< .001), pudding (107.42 msec p < .001),
frozen pudding (115.67 msec; p < .001), and
mixed (chocolate chip and thin) (91.81 msec;
p < .001)
No age, sex, or volume effects on LVCrt
No sex or volume effects on dLVC

Table 2, cont’d
Mancopes
et al., 2021
(continued)
Molfenter
et al., 2018

Sabry et
al., 2020

on LVCrt
and dLVC

•
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Sips of thin
liquid (not
controlled for
volume)
N = 44
Case
MBSS
healthy adults series
• 5-mL nectar
(21 M, 23 F;
• 5-mL nectar
>65 years)
with
employment of
effortful
swallow
N = 136
CrossMBSS and HRCA
adults
sectional • Thin liquid in
healthy adults
• n =120 with
(various
dysphagia of
volumes)
varying
•
Various
etiologies
viscosities and
(68 M, 52 F;
volumes in
19-94 years)
dysphagic
• n = 16
adults
healthy
adults (9 M,
7 F; 55-75
years)

•
•

•

•
•
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dLVC
with and
without
effortful
swallow

•

Onset of
LVC
Onset of
LVO (LV
reopening)

•

•

•

For each additional year of age, 4 additional
msec was observed (p < .001) in dLVC
Correlation observed between LCVrt and
dLVC (p < .001)
No significant difference of age or sex for
dLVC
Increase in dLVC for regular effort swallow
(M = 411 msec) and effortful swallow (M =
792 msec)

High-resolution cervical auscultation
(HRCA), a non-invasive, sensor-based
system, was ~75% accurate in reporting if LV
was open or closed
Data regarding dLVC, LVCrt, etc. was not
reported

Table 2, cont’d
Smaoui et
al., 2021

N = 305
adults with
signs or
symptoms of
dysphagia
(152 M; 153
F; > 50 years)
N = 38
healthy adults
(19 M, 19 F;
21-58 years)

RetroMBSS (1 task,
spective maximum 6 trials)
cross• “Naturally
sectional
sized” cup sip
of thin liquid

•

CrossMBSS (5 tasks, 3
•
sectional trials each; uncued) •
• Cup sip of thin
liquid
• Cup sip of
slightly thick
liquid
• Cup sip of
mildly thick
liquid
• Teaspoon of
moderately
thick liquid
• Teaspoon of
extremely thick
liquid
Note. PAS: Penetration-Aspiration Scale (Rosenbek et al., 1996)
Steele et
al., 2019

19

a

LVCrt and •
dLVC
association
with PAS

LVCrt
dLVC

This population refers to the same population reported in Steel et al., 2019.
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•
•
•

Unsafe PAS scores were most closely
associated with incomplete LVC (p < .001)
and longer LVCrt (p < .001)

No significant differences observed in dLVC
for the different swallow tasks
LVCrt was significantly quicker in moderately
and extremely thick liquids (p = < .001).
No significant effects of sex in LVCrt or
dLVC observed

Although previous evidence strongly supports a correlation between LVC and
airway protection, there exist limitations and discrepancies in previously published
findings making it difficult to compare findings across studies to inform clinical decisionmaking for best practices (e.g., delineating typical from atypical LVC measures). First,
there lacks agreement on operational definitions pertaining to what LVC is and measures
of LVC. Table 3 summarizes the operational definitions of LVC previously reported in
the literature.
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Table 3.
Operational Definition and/or Measurements of Laryngeal Vestibular Closure Reported
in Literature.
Citation

Operational Definition

Allen & Galek,
2021

“Laryngeal vestibule closure can be identified on fluoroscopy
when the arytenoids contact the base of epiglottis and
the epiglottis inverts over the base of the arytenoids” (p. 730).

Donohue et al.,
2021

“The first frame in which no air or barium contrast is seen in the
collapsed laryngeal vestibule” (p. 3419)

Guedes et al., 2017

“No airspace can be seen through the hyo-laryngeal structures”
(p. 157).

Miller et al., 2020

“The frame of maximum laryngeal closure was defined as the
frame taken at the height of the swallow with the smallest
amount of air space and bolus visible in the larynx” (p. 192).

Sabry et al., 2020

“LVC is defined as the collapse of the laryngeal inlet via
arytenoid adduction and arytenoid approximation to the
epiglottis during epiglottic inversion” (p. 1648).
“In VFS images, complete LVC is defined as no visible airspace or barium contrast in the LV given complete contact
of the arytenoids to the base of the epiglottis and full epiglottic inversion over the base of the arytenoids” (p. 1648).

Steele et al., 2019

“The first frame showing contact between the arytenoid process
and the inferior surface of the epiglottis” (p. 1355).
“A rating of ‘complete’ requires a seal between the epiglottis and
the arytenoids, leaving no visible airspace” (p. 1356).

Vose & Humbert,
2019

“complete LVC is characterized by no airspace in the vestibule
given complete contact of the arytenoids to the base of the
epiglottis and full epiglottic inversion over the base of the
arytenoids” (p. 5).

Second, much of the existing literature includes a limited sample size (<50
participants), risking unreliable representation (Forbes & Humbert, 2021; Herzberg et al.
2019; Humbert et al. 2018; and Inamoto et al., 2011). Further, although there are some
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studies of LVC which included participants with dysphagia, they failed to include a
control population of healthy individuals (Forbes & Humbert, 2021); or, if a control
group was included, the sample size was substantially smaller than the patient population
(Sabry et al., 2020). Sabry et al. (2020) had a relatively large sample size compared to
previous studies (N = 136), although they had a substantially smaller sample size of
healthy participants (n =16) compared to the patient participants (n = 120). Therefore,
normative LVC values could not be ascertained. Further, the focus of this study was on
reliability between the use of high-resolution cervical auscultation (HRCA) system and
VFSS to measure LVC. Furthermore, a binary system (i.e., open or closed) was used
without further data represented, such as LVCrt and dLVC. While noninvasive
measurements of LVC have the potential to minimize risk of harm due to radiation
exposure, VFSS remains the most frequently used instrumental swallow assessment in
clinical practice and considered the gold standard for LVC measurements (Molfenter &
Steele, 2012).
There is also a paucity of evidence related to the influence of age, sex, and
swallow task on LVC measures (Molfenter & Steele, 2012). Further, equivocal findings
exist regarding swallow task influence on LVC measures. For example, Molfenter and
Steele (2012) published a meta-analysis employing 14 studies that included dLVC
measurements in their findings. Results showed substantial variability in the “normal”
ranges of dLVC measures. For example, the average dLVC was reported to be as little as
0.31 seconds or as long as 1.07 seconds. When specifically looking at the influence of
volume, eight studies indicated longer LVC with a larger bolus volume, it lacked details
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in how different viscosities impacted dLVC and if this differed among sex and age
category.
Molfenter and Steele (2012) also reported variability in frames per second taken
during the FVSS in their literature review, with most of the studies employing between
25 and 35 frames per second, others as low as 15 frames per second, and 11 of the studies
in their review failed to report their frame rate. Some clinicians have opted for fewer
frames per second to minimize radiation exposure, as fewer frames per second have been
observed to reduce x-ray dose (Aufrichtig et al., 1994). However, Bonilha et al. (2013)
reported that while there weren’t kinematic differences (i.e., open vs closed) observed in
LVC when comparing 15 to 30 frames per second, several temporal measures were not
observed to be accurate when using 15 frames per second, when compared to rate of 30
frames per second.
Another procedural variability in current literature includes variance in the barium
used, which has the potential to limit aggregation of data across studies. For example,
Steele et al. (2019) mixed Bracco Diagnostics E-Z-PAQUE powdered barium sulfate
with Nestle Resource ThickenUp Clear (a xanthan gum-based thickener) and bottled
water to create different viscosities, while Herzburg et al. (2019) used pre-mixed Varibar
thin liquid barium, but also modified this mixing it with 50% water to create “ultrathin”
liquids. Molfenter and Steele (2012) reported that only 14 out of the 46 studies they
examined reported the density of barium used. Those 14 reported using as little as 35%
w/v or as much as 250% w/v. These differences in barium type and concentration
increase the chance of skewed results, as variables being examined become less isolated
with increased variability.
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It is also important to note that some of the studies cued the participants to
swallow (Guedes et al., 2017) while others did not (Herzberg et al. 2019; Molfenter et al.
2019; Steele et al., 2019). The employment of cueing participants to swallow is likely to
influences results, as Daniels et al., 2007 observed differences in both temporal and
kinematic outcomes in the swallowing mechanism when comparing cued and non-cued
swallows.
Humbert et al. (2018) investigated how age and sex influenced LVC, although
only two ages categories were used. The “younger” age category included 18–58-yearolds, and the “older” age category included individuals aged 61-85 years. Unfortunately,
due to the relatively small sample size (N = 41), groupings between age categories and
between sexes were imbalanced. For example, there were only ten participants in the
category of older male healthy adults, while only eight younger male healthy adults were
included. While this study included three viscosities (ultrathin liquid barium, barium
pudding, and ultrathin mixed with chocolate chips) across varying temperatures (frozen,
room-temperature), this lacks representation of contrast materials most often employed
by clinicians during VFSS. They reported LVCrt to be significantly longer in older
adults, which contradicts Mancopes et al. (2021), who failed to find any age-related
differences in LVCrt. This could be due to lack of heterogeneity of age categories. While
Humbert included a balanced number between age categories (20 participants in the
younger age category of 18-58 years and 21 participants in the older age category of 61 to
85 years), the age categories do not have an equal range of ages represented, allowing the
potential for skewed results, as the younger category includes 25 years of the lifespan,
and the older category includes 41 years. As participants as young as 18 years old and as
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old as 59 years old belong to the same category, there is no representation of potential
age-related difference between such participants in such an age gap.
Molfenter et al. (2018) studied LVC with and without effortful swallow
employment and failed to observe significant influences of age or sex on any LVC
measure analyzed, temporal or otherwise. In contrast, Humbert et al. (2018) reported a
significantly longer dLVC in older adults (ages 61-85) compared to younger adults (ages
18-58), as well as significantly longer LVCrt in males than females. A possibility for
these incongruent findings is the study populations were too small to capture differences;
for example, only 21 males and 23 females participated in the study conducted by
Molfenter et al. (2018), and only 18 males and 23 females in the study conducted by
Humbert et al. (2018). Furthermore, Molfenter et al. (2018) included only one swallow
task (i.e., 5-mL nectar-thick liquid barium), in contrast to the five variable swallow tasks
employed by Humbert et al. (2018) (i.e., 10-mL ultrathin liquid barium, 5-mL iced
barium, 5-mL of pudding barium, 5-mL frozen pudding barium, and 5-mL ultrathin
barium + chocolate chips [mixed viscosities]). Similar to Molfenter et al. (2018), Steele et
al. (2019) reported no significant effects of swallow task (thin to extremely thick liquids)
on dLVC. However, they did observe a shorter LVCrt as viscosity increased (Steele et al.,
2019). Although Steele and colleagues (2019) included a larger variety of swallow tasks,
only a small cohort of 38 participants younger than 60 years was included.
These limitations suggest there is a critical lack of adult normative data clinicians
can use to accurately assess LVC integrity across swallow tasks most often employed
during VFSS. According to a systematic review of normal variability by Vose and
Humbert (2019), the 46 publications included failed to report data on how quickly the
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laryngeal vestibule closes following hyoid burst (LVCrt). Miller et al. (2020) expressed
the importance of quantifying normative ranges in multiple LVC measures, including
reaction time, duration, and amount of airspace lost in laryngeal vestibule, so that
clinicians are better able to determine if treatment is warranted. Thus, a comprehensive
understanding of how various factors may influence LVC, such as age category, sex, and
swallow task (viscosity, volume) remains unanswered. This information is necessary
since insufficient LVC may contribute to aspiration, which is often compensated for
through diet modifications/restrictions, without understanding the impaired physiological
component(s) contributing to the aspiration event (Humbert et al., 2018). Modified diets
have significant impacts on the quality of life of people with dysphagia. Swan et al.,
(2015) completed a systematic review on quality of life for people with bolus
modifications. She noted that participants from these studies reported stricter diet
restrictions correlated with poor quality of life scores, using a multitude of different
assessments. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to provide normative data of LVC
measures from a large sample of healthy, non-dysphagic adults, in hope that higher
specificity in our diagnosis of swallow function, the more options we will have for
treatment, other than eliminating a problematic viscosity. Further, this study explored
how age category, sex, and swallow task (viscosity, volume) influence these LVC
measures.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS

All participants in this study provided informed consent prior to participation in
study procedures. The study received initial approval by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) (Appendix 1).

Participants
This retrospective study examined temporal LVC measures (LVCrt and dLVC) in
109 females and 86 males (aged 21 to 89 years) who underwent VFSS while swallowing
a variety of viscosities from thin liquids to solids as part of a larger study to examine
typical healthy swallowing in non-dysphagic adults. The inclusion criteria were: 1)
demonstration of a satisfactory cognitive function required to participate in study
procedures (≥26 on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (Nasreddine et al., 2005); 2) ≥21
years of age; 3) the ability to safely eat and drink all viscosities of solids and liquids
without dietary restrictions or modifications; and 4) the absence of current or past
swallowing difficulty.
Exclusionary criteria included participants with: 1) known allergies or dietary
restrictions to barium or other material provided during the swallow study; 2) a hiatal
hernia larger than 2 cm; 3) a past or present diagnosis of pulmonary disease; 4) a past or
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present diagnosis of neurological condition or disease, such as stroke; 5) a past or present
diagnosis of head or neck cancer; 6) chronic pulmonary disease, such as emphysema; 7) a
history of anterior neck surgery; 8) the inability to self-feed; 9) and females who were
pregnant or possibly pregnant. Participants who had a history of dental or sinus ailments
or procedures were included in the study if they met all other criteria.

Videofluoroscopic Swallow Study
This study analyzed 1,365 swallows of 195 healthy individuals who completed
swallowing tasks with commercially prepared barium (Varibar®; Bracco Diagnostics,
Inc.). Participants underwent VFSS in an adult radiology fluoroscopic suite performed by
an experienced Speech-Language Pathologist and a Radiology Assistant. The participants
were given 12 swallow tasks per the MBSImP protocol; however, for the purpose of this
study, we analyzed only seven tasks derived from the lateral viewing plane: (1) second
trial 5-mL of thin liquid barium via teaspoon; (2) single cup sip of thin liquid barium; (3)
5-mL nectar-thick liquid barium via teaspoon; (4) single cup sip nectar-thick liquid
barium; (5) 5-mL of honey-thick liquid barium via teaspoon; (6) 5-mL of barium pudding
via teaspoon; and (7) half of a cookie coated with 3-mL pudding. The initial trials of 5mL of thin liquid barium that were administered to show the participants the procedure
were excluded as this trial was to acclimate the study participant to the testing
environment and stimuli. Sequential swallows were also excluded as this is being
analyzed in a separate study due to the complex nature of repeated swallows. Summary
of the specific swallow tasks and clinician instructions during the VFSS are detailed in
Table 4. Continuous fluoroscopy was employed, and digital data was recorded using the
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Digital Swallowing Workstation Model 7100 (Kay Elemetrics Corp, Lincoln Park,
NewJersey, USA;) or TIMS Dicom System (TIMS Medical, Chelmsford, Massachusetts,
USA) at the rate of 30 frames per second, with a resolution of 60 fields.

Table 4
Seven Swallows Imaged During the Videofluoroscopic Swallow Study
Order of
swallow
administered
2

Thin liquid

5-mL

3

Thin liquid

Single cup
sip

5

Nectar-thick liquid

5-mL

6

Nectar-thick liquid

Single cup
sip

8

Honey-thick liquid

5-mL

9
10

Pudding
Cookie with
pudding

Viscosity

Amount

Directions from clinician:
“Hold this in your mouth until I
ask you to swallow.”
“Swallow.”
“Take a sip as you normally
would, but hold it in your mouth
until I ask you to swallow.”
“Swallow.”
“Hold this in your mouth until I
ask you to swallow.”
“Swallow.”
“Take a sip as you normally
would, but hold it in your mouth
until I ask you to swallow.”
“Swallow.”
“Hold this in your mouth until I
ask you to swallow.”
“Swallow.”
“Swallow.”
“Chew this as you normally
would and swallow.”

5-mL
½ cookie
coated with
3-mL
pudding
Note. Adapted from “MBSImP Guide” Copyright © 2018 by MBSImP. All Rights
Reserved. E-learning design by DDA Medical
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Measures
Videofluoroscopic data were stored on a password-protected computer in the
Swallowing Disorders Initiative Lab in the Department of Speech-Language Pathology
and Audiology department at the University of South Alabama in Mobile, Alabama.
VFSS data was transferred to mp4, and the video for each participant was spliced into
recordings of individual swallow tasks for randomized analysis. These individual
swallow task video clips were then transferred to AVI format (https://cloudconvert.com/)
(Lunaweb GmbH, 2012) and into JPEG files (via Virtual Dub www.virtualdub.org/)
(Lee, 2000). These JPEG files were then imported to ImageJ, a free image processing
software program and stored on a password-protected folder in Google Drive.
All swallow tasks were measured in three ways: 1) the first subswallow frame of
hyoid burst (i.e., first frame when the hyoid makes the first brisk anterior-superior
trajectory) (See Figure 1); 2) the first subswallow frame of laryngeal vestibular closure
(i.e., first frame in which the arytenoids are at the furthest point of approximation to the
epiglottic petiole) (see Figure 2); and 3) the first subswallow frame of laryngeal
vestibular opening (i.e., first frame in which any amount of air or contrast can be detected
within the laryngeal vestibule post-closure) (Figure 3). For purposes of the study, LVC
refers to the point in which the laryngeal vestibule is at its most closed position (i.e., the
point in which the arytenoids are the most displaced and at the closest point to the
epiglottic petiole).
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Before brisk anterior-posterior trajectory

After brisk anterior-posterior trajectory

Figure 1. Images Illustrating Before Hyoid Burst Occurs and First Frame of Hyoid
Burst.
Note. Images are VFSS frames from this study. Lines to illustrate hyoid placement
inserted using Google Drawings.
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Laryngeal vestibule at open position

Laryngeal vestibule partially closed

First frame laryngeal vestibule is closed
Figure 2. Images Illustrating Laryngeal Vestibule Open, Partially Closed, and First
Frame of Laryngeal Vestibular Closure
Note. Images are VFSS frames from this study. Outlines of laryngeal vestibule created
using Google Drawings.
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One frame prior to opening

First frame contrast/air can be seen

Figure 3. Images Illustrating One Frame Prior to and First Frame of Laryngeal
Vestibular Opening
Note. Images are VFSS frames from this study. Arrows inserted using Google Drawings.

These frames were used to calculate dLVC and LVCrt for each swallow. To
calculate dLVC, the first frame of LVC was subtracted from the first frame of LVO,
converted to seconds by dividing by 30 (as the VFSS was recorded at 30 frames per
second), and finally multiplied by 1000 to calculate dLVC in milliseconds; dLVC = (first
LVO frame – first LVC frame) / 30 * 1000. To calculate LVCrt, the frame of hyoid burst
was subtracted from the frame of LVC, converted to seconds by dividing by 30, and to
milliseconds by multiplying by 1000; LVCrt = (first hyoid frame – first LVC frame /30 *
1000. Swallows were not scored if participant positioning or image quality prevented
reliable measure for analysis, as was done with other research measuring LVC (Humbert
et al., 2018; Molfenter et al., 2018).
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Training and Reliability
Raters were trained on selection of the three frames required for dLVC and LVCrt
calculations: 1) first frame of hyoid excursion, 2) first frame of LVC, and 3) first frame of
LVO using scholarly publications and training videos. Ten percent (n =137) of the
swallows were randomly selected to determine inter-rater reliability between this rater
and an external, experienced rater at another institution. Inter-rater reliability was
calculated within a three-frame tolerance (0.1 second) using a two-way random effects
model. Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC) and 95% confidence intervals were
calculated (Cohen, 1988). Initial inter-rater reliability was observed to be excellent for all
three frame selections (all p < .001). Consensus was achieved amongst four raters for all
discrepancies (i.e., >3 frame differences).

Statistical Considerations and Analysis
Descriptive analyses, including means, standard deviations (SDs), and 95%
confidence intervals (Cis), were calculated for both temporal LVC measures (dLVC and
LVCrt) across age categories, between sexes, and across swallow tasks to provide a
detailed and comprehensive profile of typical adult swallowing. A four-way MANOVA
was employed using dLVC and LVCrt scores as the dependent variables and sex (male,
female), age category (21-39 years, 40-59 years, and 60+ years), volume (5ml, cup), and
viscosity (thin, nectar-thick, honey-thick, pudding) as the independent variables.
Multivariate analysis and univariate analysis and simple interaction effects were
calculated for significant variables. Effect sizes were determined using partial eta squared
values. Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICCs) and 95% Cis were determined using a
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two-way random effects model for calculating intra- and inter-rater reliability on a 10%
random sample. Values <0.5 indicate poor reliability, values between 0.5 and 0.7 indicate
moderate reliability, values between 0.75 and 0.9 indicate good reliability, and values
greater than 0.90 indicate excellent reliability (Koo & Li, 2016). Two-tailed p-values
<.001 were used to determine significance for all comparisons. We chose to use a
conservative this conservative alpha given the violations of homogeneity of variance (i.e.,
significant Box M test) to avoid any type I error. Outliers were removed that were
determined based on Mahalanobis distances were calculated and compared to a χ

2

distribution (Newton & Rudestam, 2013). There were 16 observations detected as
outliers. Bonferroni’s corrections were employed for adjustment of multiple comparisons.
Pearson’s correlation model was run to determine the relationship between dLVC and
LVCrt. A point-biserial correlation was run to determine the relationship between sex and
both dependent variables. Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficients were also run to
determine the strength and direction of association between age category and both
dependent variables. All analyses were performed with the Statistical Package for Social
Science® (SPSS), v.28 (IBM Corp, 2021).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Of the original 1,365 swallows extracted from the database, 1,349 swallows were
analyzed and included in study results. Ten swallows were only able to be analyzed for
one of the two temporal measures due to the onset of the recording beginning after the
hyoid had made the initial trajectory or the recording ending prior to laryngeal vestibule
opening. Three video files were missing due to participants not consuming all trials (e. g.,
expectorating nectar-thick swallow trial). Lastly, three swallows were eliminated due to
lack of clarity or a technical issue in analyzing the file.

Participant Demographics
This study included a total of 195 participants (85 males, 110 females) between
the ages of 21 and 89 years. Further information regarding participant demographics is
provided in Table 5.
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Table 5
Participant Demographics Across Age Categories

Variable
Age, M (SD)

21-39 years
(n=70)
n (%)

40-59 years
(n=70)
n (%)

60-79 years
(n=55)
n (%)

28.17 (4.57)

48.87 (6.15)

68.67 (8.03)

Sex
Female (n=110)
36 (51)
35 (50)
39 (71)
Male (n=85)
34 (49)
35 (50)
16 (29)
Note. Data reported as frequency (percentage) unless otherwise reported.

Reliability
As shown in Table 6, there was excellent agreement between raters and test-retest
reliability (Ashby, 1991; Shrout & Fleiss, n.d).

Table 6
Inter- and Intra-rater Reliability Across Frame Selection for LVC Measures
Measurement

Intra-rater Intra-rater
95%
p
ICC
ICC
Interpretation
CI value
(Rater 1) (Rater 2)

Interrater
ICC

95%
p
Interpretation
CI value

Hyoid burst
frame

1

1

[1,1] < .001

Excellent

1

[1,1] < .001

Excellent

LVA frame

1

1

[1,1] < .001

Excellent

1

[1,1] < .001

Excellent

LVC Offset
frame

1

1

[1,1] < .001

Excellent

1

[1,1] < .001

Excellent

Note. ICC = Interclass correlation coefficient; CI = Confidence interval
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Descriptive Analyses
Table 7 provides an aggregate descriptive overview of dLVC and LVCrt for the
healthy dataset. Tables 8 and 9 provide descriptive analyses of dLVC and LVCrt across
age categories, respectively. Tables 10 and 11 provide descriptive analyses of dLVC and
LVCrt between sexes, respectively. Tables 12 and 13 provide descriptive analyses of
dLVC and LVCrt across the various swallow tasks, respectively. Lastly, Table 14
provides an overview of dLVC and LVCrt across swallow tasks organized between sexes
under each age category.

Table 7
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of LVCrt and dLVC
Dependent
variable

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

dLVC

463.46 ± 126.06

433.33

166.67, 1,300.00

451.310, 466.376

LVC rt
167.62 ± 85.45 166.67
Note. Reported in milliseconds.

-366.67, 600.00

163.02, 172.22

Table 8
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of dLVC by Age Category
Age
Category
(years)

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

21-39

429.02 ± 98.52

400.00

233.33, 833.33

420.19, 437.86

40-59

463.12 ± 113.68

433.33

166.67, 1,000.00

452.91, 473.32

60 +
508.56 ± 155.77 466.67
Note. Reported in milliseconds.

233.33, 1,300.00

492.63, 524.48
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Table 9
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of LVCrt by Age Category
Age Category
(years)

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

21-39

168.68 ± 73.47

166.67

-366.67, 433.33

162.09, 175.27

40-59

164.44 ± 77.11

166.67

-333.33, 466.67

157.52, 171.36

60 +
170.36 ± 107.45
Note. Reported in milliseconds.

166.67

-233.33, 600.00

159.38, 181.35

Table 10
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of dLVC by Sex
Sex

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

Male

445.56 ± 107.60

433.33

166.67, 1,000.00

436.83, 454.29

466.67

233.33, 1,300.00

467.68, 487.46

Female 477.57 ± 137.33
Note. Reported in milliseconds.

Table 11
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of LVCrt by Sex
Sex

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

Male

184.07 ± 83.52

166.67

-366.67, 533.33

177.30, 190.85

133.33

-333.33, 600.00

148.54, 160.75

Female 154.64 ± 84.77
Note. Reported in milliseconds.
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Table 12
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of dLVC by Swallow Task
Swallow Task

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

5-mL Thin

444.80 ± 109.60

433.33

200.00, 933.33

428.95, 460.66

Cup Thin

533.33 ± 148.75

516.67

233.33, 1,300.00

511.82, 554.85

5-mL Nectar

461.46 ± 127.15

433.33

233.33, 1,066.67

443.36, 479.56

Cup Nectar

498.75 ± 115.80

500.00

266.67, 1,100.00

482.05, 515.46

5-mL Honey

460.53 ± 129.73

433.33

233.33, 1,133.33

441.96, 479.09

5-mL Pudding

426.29 ± 92.44

400.00

233.33, 733.33

413.20, 439.38

Solid
422.34 ± 115.39
Note. Reported in milliseconds.

400.00

133.33, 1,066.67

406.00, 438.68

Table 13
Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Range, and 95% CI of LVCrt by Swallow Task
Swallow Task

Mean ± SD

Median

Range (Min, Max)

95% CI

5-mL Thin

164.70 ± 86.52

166.67

-300.00, 533.33

152.18, 177.21

Cup Thin

134.77 ± 105.46

133.33

-366.67, 533.33

119.51, 150.02

5-mL Nectar

159.72 ± 79.10

166.67

-333.33, 466.67

148.46, 170.98

Cup Nectar

148.84 ± 79.37

133.37

-200.00, 600.00

137.39, 160.29

5-mL Honey

175.44 ± 71.47

166.67

-200.00, 433.33

165.21, 185.67

5-mL Pudding

173.54 ± 63.74

166.67

0.00, 400.00

164.51, 182.57

Solid
214.26 ± 85.69
Note. Reported in milliseconds.

200.00

33.33, 500.00

202.13, 226.40
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Table 14
Means, Standard Deviations, 95% Confidence Intervals, Medians, Ranges, and Total Numbers for LVCrt and dLVC by Age
Category, Sex, and Swallow Task
Age
Category
(years)

LVCrt
Sex

Male

Task

41
Female

95% CI

Median

Range
(Min, Max)

(n)a

Mean ± SD

95% CI

Median

Range
(Min, Max)

(n)a

5-mL Thin

193.94 ± 76.13 166.95, 220.93 200.00 33.33, 433.33

Cup Thin

133.33 ± 108.43 94.24, 172.43 133.33 -366.67, 300.00 32 512.50 ± 123.78 467.87, 557.13 500.00 333.33, 833.33 32

33 411.11 ± 88.85 379.61, 442.61 400.00 233.33, 600.00 33

5-mL Nectar

184.85 ± 66.19 161.38, 208.32 166.67 66.67, 366.67

33 437.37 ± 97.10 402.95, 471.80 433.33 266.67, 733.33 33

Cup Nectar

151.52 ± 55.96 131.67, 171.36 133.33 33.33, 266.67

33 471.72 ± 93.96 438.40, 505.03 433.33 300.00, 666.67 33

5-mL Honey

185.86 ± 66.68 162.21, 209.50 166.67 100.00, 366.67 33 438.38 ± 100.39 402.79, 473.98 433.33 266.67, 733.33 33

5-mL
Pudding
21-39

Mean ± SD

dLVC

190.20 ± 71.32 165.31, 215.08 166.67 66.67, 366.67

34 399.02 ± 94.45 366.06, 431.98 383.33 233.33, 600.00 34

Solid

233.33 ± 78.28 206.02, 260.65 233.33 100.00, 433.33 34 387.25 ± 89.52 356.02, 418.49 400.00 233.33, 566.67 34

5-mL Thin

160.19 ± 42.78 145.71, 174.66 166.67 100.00, 266.67 36 406.48 ± 80.01 379.41, 433.55 400.00 266.67, 600.00 36

Cup Thin

115.69 ± 57.58

95.60, 135.77 100.00 -33.33, 266.67 34 474.51 ± 101.52 439.09, 509.93 466.67 333.33, 800.00 34

5-mL Nectar

145.71 ± 52.45 127.70, 163.73 133.33 33.33, 300.00

35 414.29 ± 90.85 383.08, 445.49 433.33 233.33, 566.67 35

Cup Nectar

136.11 ± 59.83 115.87, 156.35 133.33 66.67, 400.00

36 453.70 ± 91.99 422.58, 484.83 433.33 266.67, 666.67 36

5-mL Honey

178.10 ± 64.65 155.89, 200.30 166.67 33.33, 400.00

35 408.57 ± 92.30 376.87, 440.28 400.00 266.67, 633.33 35

5-mL
Pudding

164.81 ± 63.22 143.43, 186.20 166.67 33.33, 300.00

36 396.30 ± 67.04 373.61, 418.98 366.67 266.67, 500.00 36

Table 14, cont’d
Solid

Male

40-59

42
Female

60+

Male

188.89 ± 73.46 164.03, 213.75 166.67 33.33, 333.33

36 405.56 ± 90.68 374.88, 436.24 383.33 233.33, 633.33 36

5-mL Thin

173.53 ± 76.88 146.70, 200.36 166.67 -133.33, 333.33 34 435.29 ± 96.38 401.67, 468.92 433.33 200.00, 633.33 34

Cup Thin

144.12 ± 110.32 105.63, 182.61 133.33 -266.67, 433.33 34 529.41 ± 136.52 481.78, 577.05 533.33

300.00,
1,000.00
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5-mL Nectar

174.29 ± 43.60 159.31, 189.26 166.67 100.00, 266.67 35 431.43 ± 87.05 401.53, 461.33 433.33 266.67, 633.33 35

Cup Nectar

166.67 ± 62.50 144.86, 188.47 150.00 100.00, 366.67 34 476.47 ± 72.72 451.10, 501.84 466.67 333.33, 666.67 34

5-mL Honey

181.90 ± 61.22 160.87, 202.93 166.67 66.67, 333.33

35 440.00 ± 113.99 400.84, 479.16 433.33 233.33, 733.33 35

5-mL
Pudding

165.71 ± 63.39 143.94, 187.49 166.67 33.33, 333.33

35 418.10 ± 93.70 385.91, 450.28 400.00 233.33, 666.67 35

Solid

213.33 ± 86.77 183.53, 243.14 200.00 66.67, 433.33

35 403.81 ± 127.51 360.01, 447.61 366.67 166.67, 733.33 35

5-mL Thin

151.04 ± 103.69 113.66, 188.43 133.33 -300.00, 333.33 32 477.08 ± 129.36 430.44, 523.72 466.67 300.00, 933.33 32

Cup Thin

125.49 ± 59.77 104.63, 146.35 133.33 33.33, 300.00

34 549.02 ± 110.78 510.37, 587.67 550.00 333.33, 800.00 34

5-mL Nectar

135.29 ± 96.38 101.67, 168.92 133.33 -333.33, 300.00 34 473.53 ± 120.82 431.37, 515.69 433.33 333.33, 900.00 34

Cup Nectar

137.37 ± 53.85 118.28, 156.47 133.33 33.333, 300.00 33 511.11 ± 99.19 475.94, 546.28 500.00 333.33, 666.67 33

5-mL Honey

160.95 ± 53.92 142.43, 179.48 166.67 66.67, 300.00

35 450.48 ± 98.48 416.65, 484.30 433.33 333.33, 700.00 35

5-mL
Pudding

165.71 ± 48.16 149.17, 182.26 166.67 33.33, 266.67

35 451.43 ± 95.09 418.76, 484.09 433.33 300.00, 733.33 35

Solid

202.94 ± 83.03 173.97, 231.91 183.33 33.33, 466.67

34 444.12 ± 107.85 406.49, 481.75 416.67 266.67, 666.67 34

5-mL Thin

202.08 ± 107.13 145.00, 259.17 183.33 66.67, 533.33

16 429.17 ± 59.47 397.48, 460.86 416.67 333.33, 533.33 16

Cup Thin

185.42 ± 130.51 115.87, 254.96 166.67 33.33, 500.00

16 535.42 ± 102.90 480.59, 590.25 550.00 366.67, 733.33 16

5-mL Nectar 225.00 ± 102.92 170.16, 279.84 233.33 66.67, 466.67

16 458.33 ± 109.88 399.78, 516.89 433.33 300.00, 633.33 16

Cup Nectar

16 493.75 ± 91.26 445.12, 542.38 483.33 333.33, 666.67 16

193.75 ± 91.26 145.12, 242.38 200.00 66.67, 433.33
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Table 14, cont’d
5-mL Honey
5-mL
Pudding
Solid

60+
(cont’d)
Female

222.92 ± 88.38 175.82, 270.01 200.00 100.00, 433.33 16 454.17 ± 118.56 390.99, 517.34 416.67 300.00, 700.00 16
191.67 ± 73.54 152.48, 230.85 183.33

0.00, 300.00

239.58 ± 93.67 189.67, 289.49 233.33 100.00, 466.67 16 410.42 ± 84.08 365.61, 455.22 400.00 266.67, 600.00 16

5-mL Thin

128.57 ± 98.40

94.77, 162.37 133.33 -200.00, 400.00 35 502.86 ± 134.89 456.52, 549.19 466.67 300.00, 833.33 35

Cup Thin

131.48 ± 146.26 81.99, 180.97 133.33 -233.33, 533.33 36 595.37 ± 228.06 518.21, 672.53 533.33

5-mL Nectar

132.48 ± 85.66 104.71, 160.25 133.33 -200.00, 266.67 39 541.88 ± 177.66 484.29, 599.47 500.00

Cup Nectar

132.38 ± 125.63 89.22, 175.54 133.33 -200.00, 600.00 35 582.86 ± 165.76 525.92, 639.80 533.33

5-mL Honey

150.00 ± 87.11 120.53, 179.47 166.67 -200.00, 333.33 36 563.89 ± 175.01 504.68, 623.10 533.33

233.33,
1,300.00
233.33,
1,066.67
333.33,
1,100.00
333.33,
1,133.33

36
39
35
36
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5-mL
Pudding

173.68 ± 65.37 152.20, 195.17 166.67 66.67, 400.00

38 454.39 ± 95.36 423.04, 485.73 433.33 266.67, 666.67 38

Solid

221.37 ± 97.18 189.87, 252.87 200.00 66.67, 500.00

39 470.94 ± 145.13 423.89, 517.99 466.67

Note. Reported in milliseconds unless otherwise reported.
a

16 447.92 ± 95.04 397.27, 498.56 433.33 266.67, 666.67 16

reflects the number of swallows rated in the corresponding category
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233.33,
1066.67
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MANOVA Analyses
The Box Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices was used to determine
homogeneity of variance and was found to be significant, M = 524.860, p = < .001,
indicating a violation of the assumption of homogeneity of variance. Because the Box
Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices was significant, Pillai’s test was selected for
reporting results. The Pillai’s test was also significant for age category, F = 21.091, p <
.001 with ŋ2 3.4% of the variance explained. Pillai’s test was also significant for sex, F =
10.452, p < .001 with ŋ2 1.7% of the variance explained, as well as volume, F = 26.54, p
< .001 with ŋ2 4.2% of the variance explained. To test the univariate homogeneity of
variance, Leven’s test was employed and violated homogeneity of variance for both
dLVC (p < .001) and LVCrt (p = .001).
Based on between subject factors (Table 15), there were significant differences
observed for dLVC in age category, F = 25.890, p < .001 with 4.1% of the variance
explained, as well as volume F = 52.142, p < .001 with 1.0% of the variance explained.
For LVCrt, between subject factors was significant for age category, F = 8.185, p < .001
with 1.3% of the variance explained. There were no significant findings for viscosity
effects on LVCrt or dLVC.
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Table 15
MANOVA Between Subject Factors Results
Independent
Variable

Dependent
F
p value
Variable
dLVC
25.89
< .001
Age category
LCVrt
8.19
< .001
dLVC
8.85
.003
Sex
LCVrt
18.39
< .001
dLVC
52.14
< .001
Volume
LCVrt
11.78
.001
dLVC
2.78
.040
Viscosity
LCVrt
1.35
.257
Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

Partial ŋ2
.041
.013
.007
.015
.041
.010
.007
.003

Pairwise Comparisons Across dLVC and LVCrt

Impact of Age
Tukey’s post hoc tests results revealed significant differences between age
categories (all p values < .001) for dLVC, with longer duration times observed in the
older age categories (Table 16). However, these tests failed to reveal significant
differences for LVCrt (all p values >.001) (Table 17).
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Table 16
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results Comparing Differences Between Age Categories on dLVC
Age
Category
(years)

Age
Category
(years)

Mean
Difference

p value

95% CI

21 – 39

40 – 59
60 +

-37.300
-80. 273

< . 001
< . 001

-55.710, -18.891
-99.355, 61.191

40 – 59
60 +
-42.972
Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

< . 001

-62.492, -23.452

dLVC

Table 17
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results Comparing Differences Between Age Categories on LVCrt

LVCrt

Age
Category
(years)

Age
Category
(years)

Mean
Difference

p value

95% CI

21 – 39

40 – 59
60+

7.035
-1.689

.402
.952

-5.775, 19.846
-14.968, 11.589

40 – 59

60+

-8.725

.288

-22.308, 4.859

Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

Impact of Sex
A significant difference in sex on LVCrt was observed (p < .001), with males
demonstrating a longer LVCrt compared to females (Table 11). However, males were
observed to have shorter dLVC, but these failed to reach the strict significance value
assigned (p = .003). As illustrated in Figure 4, an interaction for dLVC was observed
across age categories between the sexes, with males observed with significantly shorter
dLVC (M = 461.31 msec; p < .001) than females (M = 529.26 msec) in the oldest age
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category. Remaining comparisons of estimated marginal means failed to reveal an
interaction effect.
Upon conducting univariate analyses, significant differences were observed
across age categories and between sexes (p < .001). Pairwise comparisons further
revealed that females in the oldest age category (60 years and older) had significantly
longer dLVC compared to males (p < .001). Further, females across age categories had
significantly different dLVC (Figure 4); thus, females in the older age categories had
longer dLVC compared to the younger age categories (all p values <. 001).
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Figure 4. Estimated Marginal Means of dLVC by Age Category and Sex
Note. This figure demonstrates significantly longer dLVC observed in females in the
oldest age category (60+), and while not statistically significant, females in the middle
age category (40-59) had longer dLVC than the youngest female age category.

Impact of Swallow Task: Viscosity
Based on Tukey’s Post Hoc Test, a significant difference was observed in dLVC
when pudding was compared to thin liquid (p < .001) and nectar-thick liquid (p < .001)
(Table 18). Specifically, pudding had shorter dLVC. There were no significant
differences that met the strict p value of < .001 for LVCrt comparisons (Table 19).
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Table 18
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results Comparing 5-mL of Four Different Viscosities on dLVC
dLVC

Viscosity

Viscosity

Thin

Nectar-thick
Honey-thick
Pudding

Mean
Difference
9.209
28.542
62.779

Nectar-thick

Honey-thick
Pudding

Honey-thick

Pudding

p value

95% CI

.815
.335
< .001

-13.990, 111.374
0.198, 56.886
34.630, 90.929

19.333
53.571

.335
< .001

-8.922, 47.588
25.510, 81.63

34.238

.033

-56.886, -0.198

Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

Table 19
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results Comparing 5-mL of Four Different Viscosities on LVCrt
LVCrt

Viscosity

Viscosity

Mean
Difference

p value

95% CI

Thin

Nectar-thick
Honey-thick
Pudding

-4.622
-25.707
-23.808

.936
.004
.008

-20.766, 11.521
-45.431, -5.984
-43.397, -4.220

Nectar-thick

Honey-thick
Pudding

-21.085
-19.186

.028
.057

-40.747, -1.423

Honey-thick

Pudding

1.899

.999

-20.677, 24.475

Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

Impact of Swallow Task: Volume
Based on Tukey’s Post Hoc Test, a significant difference was observed in dLVC for 5-ml
compared to cup (p < .001) (Table 20). Specifically, 5-ml had shorter dLVC. Similarly, a
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significant difference was also observed for LVCrt between 5-ml and cup, although, in
this circumstance, 5-ml had longer LVCrt (p < .001) (Table 21).

Table 20
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results Comparing 5-mL to Cup on dLVC
dLVC

Volume

Volume

Mean
Difference

p value

95% CI

5-ml

Cup

-67.79

< .001

-84.93, -50.65

Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

Table 21
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results Comparing 5-mL to Cup on LVCrt
LVCrt

Volume

Volume

Mean
Difference

p value

95% CI

5-ml

Cup

26.55

< .001

14.53, 38.56

Note. P values of < .001 are considered significant.

Correlations

Correlations Between dLVC and LVCrt
A significant negative correlation was revealed demonstrating that shorter
reaction times correlated with longer durations (r = -3.85, n = 1329, p < .001), although
only 1.5% of the variation could be explained for the relationship between the two
variables (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Correlation Between dLVC and LVCrt
Note. Scatter plot with regression line superimposed demonstrating relationship between
LVCd and LVCrt.

Correlation Between Sex and LVC Temporal Measures
The point-biserial correlation analysis demonstrated significant correlations for
both dLVC (rpb = -.127, n = 1336, p < .001) and LVCrt (rpb = .170, n = 1337, p < .001),
and indicating a relationship between sex and both dependent variables. Specifically,
males demonstrated a significantly shorter dLVC and significantly longer LVCrt
compared to their female counterparts.
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Correlations Between Age Category and LVC Temporal Measures
In the results of the Kendall's tau-b correlation analysis, a strong, positive
correlation was observed between age category and dLVC, which was statistically
significant (τb = .189, p < .001), with 6.2% of the variation able to be explained for the
relationship between the two variables (Figure 6), with longer dLVC observed as age
increased in category. The Kendall's tau-b correlation analysis did not indicate significant
differences between age category and LVCrt.

Figure 6. Correlation Between Age Category and dLVC
Note. Scatter plot with regression line superimposed demonstrating relationship between
Age Category and dLVC.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The aims of this retrospective study of a large normative database were to: 1)
quantify normative reference values across temporal measures of LVC, and 2) examine
the effects of influential factors such as age category, sex, and swallow task. Overall,
there were significant differences observed between each age category in dLVC, as the
older age categories had longer dLVC compared to the younger age categories. No
significant differences were observed between age categories for LVCrt. There were
differences in LVCrt and dLVC observed between sexes, with longer LVCrt and shorter
dLVC observed in males. Furthermore, swallow tasks were noted to significantly
influence dLVC, such that when comparing dLVC between pudding and thin liquids,
dLVC was longer in thin liquids. Similar findings were observed between solid and thin
liquids; again, thin liquids had significantly longer dLVC, although a direct comparison
could not be made because volume was not controlled in solid trials. Lastly, a significant
negative relationship was found between dLVC and LVCrt, with quicker reactions times
associated with longer durations, consistent with Mancopes et al. (2021); however, the
variance explained was minimal.
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Effects Observed in dLVC

Effects of Age
Significantly longer dLVC was observed in the older age categories compared to
the youngest age category, which is consistent with the proposed hypothesis and findings
from Humbert et al. (2018). Larssen et al. 2018 reported that natural atrophy in muscles
associated with aging has been well-documented in her review of sarcopenia. Mancopes
et al. (2021) reported longer LVC times in older adults may be due to spontaneous
compensation in the swallowing mechanism to ensure airway protection while
swallowing as muscles become weaker with age (presbyphagia).
Interestingly, an age effect was not observed in the study by Molfenter et al.
(2018) for dLVC in their sample of 44 healthy adults aged 65 years and older. Thus, her
sample size restricted to older individuals may have prevented her from observing an age
effect, as the total age population in her study would have fallen within one of three age
categories in the current student.

Effects of Sex
Consistent with the proposed hypothesis and previous reports, current results did
not reveal sex to be a significant influential factor in dLVC (Molfenter et al., 2018; Steele
et al., 2019). The significant anatomical differences found in between male and female
swallowing anatomy (Inamoto et al., 2015) perhaps do not play a significant role in
dLVC (compared to significant results found in LVCrt in the current study) because a
much smaller distance is required to travel between the first frame of LVO and the last
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frame of LVC (i.e., the moment the LV begins to re-open) than is required from the first
frame of the hyoid burst to the frame of LVC (i.e., the time it takes for the LV to close
once the swallow has been initiated). Thus, this may diminish the likelihood for sex to
play a key factor in dLVC. It is important to note that while not statistically significant
due to a strict p value, there was a difference observed between sexes in dLVC, with a p
value of .003. This should also encourage future investigations to explore anatomical
differences as a possible influential factor in dLVC.

Effects of Swallow Task
The influence of viscosity on dLVC was observed to be an influential factor.
Specifically in the current study, pudding had significantly shorter dLVC when compared
to thin liquids and nectar-thick liquids. This significant difference is in contrast to the
hypothesis and findings reported by Steele et al. (2018). Again, because viscosity was not
measured across equal volumes, we are unable to determine if viscosity, volume, or a
combination of both was the influential factor of these outcomes. Humbert et al. (2018)
reported outcomes in agreement with the outcomes of the current study, as longer dLVC
was observed with ultrathin liquid compared to ice chips and chocolate chips. However,
due to lack of uniformity in swallow task, we are unable to make a direct comparison
with Humbert et al. (2018).
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Effects observed in LVCrt

Effects of Age
Age category was not determined to be an influential factor for LVCrt findings,
contrary to the proposed hypothesis and findings reported by Humbert et al. (2018).
Herzberg et al. (2019) reported significantly quicker LVCrt when the swallow was
initiated when the bolus had reached the level of the pyriforms, suggesting a natural
compensation in the swallow mechanism to protect the airway. Herzberg observed longer
LVCrt to be associated with penetration events (PAS score of 2), although penetration
events are commonly observed in healthy adult individuals (Garand et al., 2019). Further,
as older adults lose muscle due to sarcopenia, they frequently, simultaneously are
observed to lose coordination and speed in their muscles (Larssen et al., 2018). Perhaps
the compensatory strategy for this natural muscle loss is limited to longer dLVC, without
extending to quicker LVCrt to further protect their airway. The review of sarcopenia by
Larsson et al. (2018) reported age-related loss of speed, sensation, quantity of muscle
mass, and quality of muscle/nerve function. This review details changes in the cellular
and subcellular level structures observed in human aging, reporting that there is a
progressive loss of motoneurons This is associated with loss of muscle fibers (in both size
and mass) and change in fiber type within muscles (e.g., fast to slow). Both qualitative
and quantitative changes can be seen in muscular function with increased age, such as
loss of repair function, decreased coordination, protein function, overall reaction to stress,
and overall wasting of muscle. Other variables, such as obesity, drug use, and level of
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sedentariness can also influence the level of muscular change and atrophy observed in the
aging population (Larsson et al., 2018).

Effects in Sex
Consistent with Humbert et al. (2018), current results revealed males were
observed with longer LVCrt relative to females. However, these findings were in contrast
with results from Molfenter et al. (2018) and Steele et al. (2019), who did not find
significance for sex, and were contrary to proposed hypothesis of no significant effects of
sex in LVCrt. According to the aforementioned study by Inamoto et al. (2015), there are
differences significant between the anatomical structures in males and females, with
males having a significantly larger volume in the laryngeal and hypopharyngeal regions.
It is possible the larger LV creates a longer distance for the arytenoids to travel as they
move superiorly to abut the epiglottic petiole, resulting in the longer LVCrt observed in
males. Since the current study did not control for anatomical variance, perhaps these
anatomical differences contribute to differences observed.
Molfenter and Steele (2012) considered participant size as an influencing factor in
their study of temporal measures of swallowing to attempt to account for these
anatomical differences, and carefully selected participants with a broad range of height;
however, they did not include LVCrt as one of their measurements. As their frame
selections included the first frame the hyoid burst as well as the first frame of LVC, these
frame selections can be used in the future to determine if anatomical variances in size are
statistically significant. It is important to note, however, that their study included only 20
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participants, all under the age of 45 years; therefore, future research would benefit from
exploring the influence of anatomical variance in a larger sample size.

Effects of Swallow Task
The current study anticipated quicker LVCrt to be associated with thinner
viscosities; however, viscosity was surprisingly observed to be an insignificant influential
factor on LVCrt, which contradicts previous study results, as LVCrt was found to
decrease for thin liquids compared to more viscous swallow tasks (Humbert et al., 2018;
Steele et al., 2019).
Steele et al. (2019) may have found different results (i.e., longer LVCrt in thin
liquids) due to lack of homogeneity of volume within each viscosity. The participants
consumed an average of 12.13-mL per sip of thin liquid, which is significantly more than
the average slightly thick (9.75-mL) and mildly thick (9.5-mL). These volumes were also
significantly larger than the average volume of the trials of moderately thick (4.86-mL)
and extremely thick (5.15-mL), which were administered via teaspoon, whereas the other
trials were administered via cup sip. Because differences in volumes were seen with
different viscosities, it is possible this caused the reported differences in LVCrt to be
skewed. (Kuhlemeier et al. (2001) reported aspiration occurring more frequently with a
cup sip than with spoon administration for the same viscosity, indicating the possibility
for either timing of LVC or completion of LVC to be different with the varying
administration methods. Consistent administration methods, therefore, would be required
to isolate different viscosities as the true influential factor of these timing differences
reported by Steele et al. (2019).
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Humbert et al. (2018) also used various volumes with different viscosities.
Further, this may not be comparable to the current study due to differences in swallow
tasks used; for example, the current study did not use ice chips (although, these are
suspected to be thin liquid by the time they travel through the hypopharynx). Further,
although a solid task was used in the current study and descriptive results are presented,
its influence was not able to be further examined since volume could not be controlled
for, to compare findings to the liquid trials. Therefore, this limits comparison between
results of the current study and that of Humbert et al. (2018).

Limitations
One limitation was the imbalance in sample sizes across the three age categories.
Initially, the participants were separated into four age categories: 1) ages 21-39 years; 2)
ages 40-59 years; 3) ages 60-79 years; and 4) ages 80+ years. However, the older two age
categories had considerably fewer participants, resulting in the two oldest age categories
(60-79 years and 80 years and older) being collapsed into one age category (60 years and
older). However, an imbalance remained across the three age categories combined, with
the oldest age category (60 years and older) still having fewer participants (n=55) than
the other two categories.
Another limitation is that each swallow task analyzed was presented one time to
each participant, limiting the potential variability that may be present within an
individual. Studies that repeat task trials may be warranted in the future to determine if
this individual variability exists. Further, volume was not controlled for in the current
study, which may impact study findings, as research has reported volume to be a
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significant variable in LVC temporal measurement outcomes (Logemann et al., 1992;
Molfenter & Steele, 2012). Without controlling for volume, we cannot definitively say,
for example, whether sex was or was not an influencing factor, or perhaps, females took
smaller sips during cup sip trials; therefore, volume may have influenced the results in
terms of sex.
Another consideration that may limit current findings is that the participants were
cued to swallow for all thin-liquid, nectar-thick liquid, and honey-thick liquid trials.
Daniels et al., (2007) reported differences in swallow kinematics and temporal measures
(although not directly related to LVC) when swallows were cued vs. when they were
non-cued. Non-cued swallows may be more representative of the swallow mechanics
participants demonstrate outside of the clinical realm. Lastly, advanced statistical
modeling procedures, such as multilevel modeling, may provide a more comprehensive
understanding on the influence of these aforementioned factors on temporal measures
related to laryngeal vestibular closure.

Clinical Significance
Current study findings contribute to current literature by observing measures that
have been previously documented with relatively small sample sizes and ages in a robust,
relatively large (4 – 5 times larger than the average study in currently literature)
quantifying reference values in LVC temporal measurements in healthy adults across
adulthood. Further, findings contribute to the exploration of influential factors related to
age category, sex, and viscosity on LCV temporal measures. This study is unique, not
only in population size and age span, but in that it uses the viscosities that are commonly
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presented to patients in clinical practice across the country. Martin-Harris et al. 2008
reports that MBS in the primary tool used for diagnosing severity of dysphagia and for
creating treatment plans. The findings of this research is highly clinically significant, as
administration methods used and viscosities presented to the participants in this study are
being used by thousands of clinicians, and the temporal measures are quick and easy to
calculate, as the majority of SLPs who use VFSS use the rate of 30 frames per second
(Molfenter & Steele, 2012).
Further, these normal reference values aid in understanding typical versus atypical
differences in swallowing as related to LVC since it plays a pivotal role in airway
protection. In the clinical setting, clinicians may modify a patient’s diet as a first means
of intervention for those with inadequate LVC (Steele et al., 2019). Yet, without
normative data, this may be inappropriate. Thus, normative data allows comparison of
patient performance and allows an objective measure to document change in performance
over time, particularly if LVC measures are linked to airway safety impairments (i.e.,
bolus airway invasion) or if LVC measures are not found to be contributing to the
patient’s dysphagia. Guedes et al. (2017) examined volitional LVC maneuver training
and reported outcomes indicating faster LVCrt and longer dLVC (refer to Table 2), which
may present clinicians additional options for treatment, rather than immediately
eliminated the problematic viscosity from the patient’s diet (i.e., replacing thin liquids
with thickened liquids).
Overall, the results of this study are highly clinically significant as it gives
clinicians normative reference values that can be used to diagnose the swallowing
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impairment with more specificity, leading to greater specificity in their intervention
strategies, and ultimately, a more efficacious plan of care.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

This retrospective analysis contributes to the clinical realm by quantifying
normative temporal values related to closure of the laryngeal vestibule across
standardized swallow tasks in a large sample of healthy, non-dysphagic adults. Influential
factors related to LVC were also examined. Overall, although older adults were observed
to have longer LVCrt than younger adults, differences between age categories did not
reach statistical significance. In contrast, significant differences were observed for dLVC,
with older individuals demonstrating longer durations for LVC. Further, males were
observed to have overall shorter dLVC and longer LVCrt. Sex was found to be
significantly correlated with both LVCrt (positive) and dLVC (negative); however, the
variance for both measures was negligible. When examining age and sex together,
females in the oldest age category (60 years and older) were also found to have
significantly longer dLVC than their male counterparts. Longer dLVC was observed with
thinner liquids (thin liquid and nectar-thick liquid) compared to thicker liquid
consistencies (honey, pudding), although none of these comparisons reached statistical
significance. The only significant differences observed across swallow tasks were
between pudding (solid) task compared to thin liquid, with thin liquids demonstrating
longer dLVC. Quicker reactions times were significantly associated with longer
durations, although variance explained was only 1.5%.
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Future research should further control for volumes to contribute a more
comprehensive typical swallowing profile across adulthood. Future efforts should also
examine a larger sample of healthy adults aged 80 years and older to further detail if, and
how, natural aging may impact LVC temporal measures.
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